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(' and Secondary Scnools
'

ucational measurement

issues which, reach us

in overt

wa47S, e.g., through the press, typically.dealwith standard-

ized

easures

of aptitude and

achievement.

Yet

tne most

p4ya ive use cf measurement'occurs A.the context of normal
,

cli1ssrcom routine.

l
formal:assessment
'I

1

co

Such measurement through-formal and in-

I

processes,

forms

an important

1

ilounication among teacher,

student,

basis of

his

and parents.

i

ccimunication tends tore personal, notAiublic, low profile,
k.

i.e.

I

not involving or engendering public discussion, asd is

ciAtrolled

the teather.

t.1

thclpe characteristics

Because the

communication has

its me&surement

rfrely sub-

,

jegt to closercrutiny.
1What ape

the measurement

sp cificalily,
ho

practices of

More

what:is the cRntext in which tests are given;

are tests consiructtd, administered,

po ted?

teachers?

analyzed,

and re-

Tbese are questions pertinent to the imkovement bf

teSting Practices; 'questions which teachers might ask them'

seiveslin pelt reflection;

and qlestions which measurement

,

specialists muss

address in helping

use tests

teachers ,to

ef1ective1.4.

Measure*ent

speckalists

view evaluation

(Cf.Hopkins

processes as

Stanley,1981)

interacting 'with

objectives and learning experiences
the educational probess.

and

educational

which together comprise

Whether evaluation processes,
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in

,

particular

actually do function,

open to question.
p.20),

in this

after a

Rudman andlhis colleagues
review of

literature

manner is
1980,

(IRT,

covering nearly

60

yeaks, deplored the:paucity of descriptive information relative to teachers' test use patterns.
clear thai wkile.,Fresctiptive

Their reyiew makes it

information is abundant,

the

lack of clscriptive data makes it impossible to determine if
the prescripticns fit, are appropriate to,

study was'iritiated to

address that

gap'and

teacher testing

focused on the

This

practice.

prescription/practice
practiCe questions

posed earlier.

A mailed survey Frocedure was used to gather th$6.inrormatiot from

teachers who were

directory of
In all 75%,

sampled,fro, the

teachers in elementary awl

336 ota

ence, sccial science,
questionnaire.

,

In

secondaiy schools.

total of 450 teachers,

grade level (grades '3,7,and 10)

stratified by

and curricular

and language arts),
each'case

South Dakota /

the cover

area isc4-'

responded.to the._
letter asked

the

teacher.to respond relative to personal testing-practices.
The teacifer; who resFonded to the questionnaire appear to

be typical of teachers in general.

lege graduates holding
'quarter (24%)

They

'That is,

at least a bachelor's

having a

master's or

three classes

a day

degree*with a

higher level

ate experienced Jeachers the 'majority

tiught 10 years or lore.

they are col--

(50%)

degree.

having
4

Ninety-five percent teach at least

and the majority

have at "least three

ii
;

course Iprepar atrns.
i
(

The

.

majority

course (57%) or no course (5%)

but for a large majority

have

taken only

:one'

in educational measurements,
*

(84%)

other courses have provided

some information about the4preparation.of tets.
Almost alj

of these teachersuse

tests with-.89%

of the

elementarysteacher and 99%-of 'the secondary teachers (jUnioy

and senior high

school)

reporting such Use.

they test, but they do sa.freguently.

Not only db

Aiirtually all test on

a weekly (953) cr a't least a biweekly (98%) basis.

testing proctss

they Rse a

In this

variety of" testing-techniques,

-

but-only teacher-made

objective tests play a
N

major evalua-

,

tive role- across all grade levels and curricular areas.

The questicnnaire

tc which teachers responded

N

las Ivilt

on the premise' that ttst use is cyclical'iin nature.

A:

That
.0

'is, a test'is initiated to debt specified purposeis; prepara.

'tions are made,

'theresults

. ,

the test is administered'and-analyzed,

Ste lased in

the codtext of

'and

intended purposes.

4

Thus it responding teachers first provided contettual information.

Then in the order

t.k

-ited above-they answered items

regarding thekr personal testimg practices.
RESULTS

hespcnses were analp2ed bp grade

and.c'urricular level to

identity practices which are,related to those two viriaoles.L.-Where.sifgnificant effects vere found, they are reported.

In

.4*

4

those situationg where the
scale characteristics,

dependent variables had interval

and geveral dependenAvariables were

z

- 3

4

analyzed togetler,

multiple.analysis of yariance, techniques

were eailcyed (SAS, 1179). Wheie individual dependent'varia.

bles were analyzed,

if the

scale characteristics,
1

"

used.

dependent variable had interval

analysis of yariance techniques were

If,only frequency Counts

were available for elle de-

pendent variables, Chi-square and cpntingency table Analyses'
were conddcted.
re.

Iks Isaias WWII

.1

When queried as to the

role that several different types

4

of teats had it their
ported teacher-made
I- role,

evaluatiOn,ofistudents,
I

objective tests as having 'the greatest

essay tests as, having

the second largest role,

'lowed ty standardized objective tests
the four,

teachers re-

and oral,quizzes.

fol.-

Of'

objective tests received much higher,ratings than

did all of the other three.

Essay tests received high=rai-

(

ings at the secondary level but very'low ratings at the ele.

mentary level. In general, the role of testing in4the classroom increases
(Note 1).

The

from the elementary

to the

N

role of testing also

iecondary level
4

differs signifiCantly

but':not substantially across curricula.
1

Testing is a time consisting activity. For example, in the'
use,of

teacher-made testt,

some teathers .report spending

more than nine hours per individual test in the vaiious test
,

related activities.

The typical,

ported syending slightly over three

median teacher,

hours (190 minutes)

re-'
on

4

- 4 a

test related activities'.

Roughly this breaks Out to 60 'mi.-.

nutes for test yreparation,,*30 sinutes for test.correction
and 20 sinutes for post test review.
Given this tackground of teacher experience,
testing for teachers,

the role of

and the,amount of time teachers speud

in the context of testing, tekchersz.were asked which of.sev-

eral purposis classroom tests were expected to fill. Six aeparate purposes were
poses the

identified and for each

teacher was asked to

rate on a

of those purl.-

four-point basis

which constituted the purpose's for which"they mied classroom
tests (0 = not a 'purpose, 1 = mirior, up to 3 = major purpose'

Of the Aest). Cf the six, three received mean ratings of approximately 2.64

,

These were:

instructional.

student learning (2.64,,, evaluation
and evaluation (grading)

feedback for

of instruction.(2.62),

of students (2.58).

Motivation of

student study ranked fcurth i4i ratings (2.23). The remaining,
two,
(1.54)

assessment of

the attitudes or interests

and providing

opportunity for

of students

student input

into

evaluation of instruction (1.47) received substantially low-

-/

er ratings.

A«

Two, evaluation or grading of students and the assessment
of attitudes and

interest varied by grade

placed less emphasis

op grading purposes at

levet- and progressively
high.

level.

Teachers

the elementary'

moke.emphasislo through the

senior

The mean rating at the elementary level was 2.34 with

a mean rating of 2.7 at the senior high level.
c

4.

k5

41111

6
r

Mean ratings om

.

,

terests of

the assessment on the

studetts moed in- just the

attitudes and in-

opposite direction,

being highest at the elementary level (1.81)
at the sec o.ndiry level, i.e4,

for senior high,

1.36 for junior high and 1.46

respectively:

Clearly,

tests as.serving :an instructional
,

and much lower

to the stddents ard feedback to

teachers perceive

purpose both for.feedback
the teacher with grading of

student., maintaining an important role in that feeuback.

Mit ciailosA1gm
4

TeaChers were,

asked about

types cf iteis that.the)

their source

constructed,

of items,

the

whether or not their

tests covered all of the daterial they teach, and whether or
not they

reuse their tests

in subsequent

identified twc primary sources for
themselves as a

their own item.

items. ,First,

'primar), source of items,

Second,

60%

semesters.

i.e.

They

93X view
they write

also report using tesi items

prepared by the publisher of the textbook which they are using.

Iwo other scurces, other Oblished test items and test

items piepared by other teachers
sources by substantially

were identified as primary

fewer teachers (23% and

11%;

re-

spectivelY).

In three cf these areas, there were grade level or curricular area differences. ,A slightly lower percentage of elementary teachers write their own

96A fOr the seccndary

teachers.

items (85%)
Also,

as opposed, to

elementary teachers

are more prone to use textbook

itess,

75% vs.

61% and 47%

for elementary, jmnior high and senior high school,
tively.

Third,

although items prepared by

were not the plimary gource
teachers

were mor,e

other teachers

for most teachers,

prone to

share items

teache'rs, i.e. 20% for junior high Vs.

respec-

junioi high

than were

other

9% for elementary or

senior high teachers.

When asked to identify what

types of items they normally

construct, most (54%) teachers Checked several, i.e. four to
five seFarate itel types.

The most popular type of item was

short answer/ccmpletion (92%)

followed Jog matching and aul-

tipke-choice (77% and 76% respectively),
false (68%),

and finally,

essay

followed by true/

items (58%).

The use of

0

multiple-Choice and essay items

across grade level with

both differed significantly

feirer teachers

at the

elementary

0%

levels choos.ing those items than at the secondary level. The

use of true/false items differed across mirricular area with
more teachers in the

social sciences choosing to

use true/

false items than teachers in either science or language arts
areas (83% vs.

69% and 55% for swial science,

science and

language arts, respectively).
Two other
provided.

they do not

geneillal perspectives of test

preparation were

One, even thougW teachers prepare their own tests
perceive the test as

adequately etaluatiny all

that they teach. Father, the averag'e teacher perceives tests

to covet approximately 75% 6f

the material taught.)Second,

- 7

8

once teachers have

prepared tests they tend

lets in the future.

to reuse those

Eight-four percetit of the teachers re-

port reuse of their tests of which 60% report reuging all or

major parts
itemp.

of the

tests and

25% report

reusing selected

Thuse'for most, Abe preparation of the test doeS'not

require totally ccnstructing a new tesi

each time a test is

administered.,.

!RAI 1Asialat1lI1911

Testing appears to te.a formal,

which students expect tc be
(99A)

do not

process.

constrained situation in

graded.

Virtually all,teachers

allow student interaction during

A substantial percentages 26%,

stuOents to ask questions of

the teacher.

the testing

do not even allow
In addition stu-

dents are constrained in their uSe of support material. Seventy-mine pereent of

the teachers do not

use their texttook, notes, etc.,

allow students to

in completing a .test.

An

exception to this general statement.on support Aterials occurs in the use of calculators.

While in general,

89% of

the teachers ac not use the calculators, in 9.001rea Ca science wherb calculator
'senior high

seems

use might be most

school teachers allow

likely that

prominent,

use during

this percentage -would be

tests.

40% ot
(It

subitantial/y

higher if teach'ers of physics and chemistry in grades 11 and
12 were queried.)

- 8

9

Teachers were also asked whether, or not students were.to

provide answers

ip the test

booklet or on

separate answer

sheets.

While most require students

booklet,

a subitantialminority, 36%, do require the .use of

a separate

answer sheet.

This

to answer in the test

seemed important

from two

perspectives. First, if the tests were speeded, that is 00en within time constraints such that many students eould not
finish the test,

the uge of separate answer sheets,would be

a substantial concern.

Second, the use of a separate'answer

sheet Frovides opportunity for teA boOklets to be music'.
.

Speededness of tests appears not to be a problem aS most,
92%,

Erovide suffidiest time such

that almdst all
studentip
4/

have as much time as they need to finish the test. Regarding
potential reuse,

of those which

kile separate,answer Sleets

17% s'ay, it is solely for reuse of the test bdokletc 38%'say

such use'is solely for
24% say
4

it is for both

adminiarative ease in scoring;
adsinistrative-ea$e in

and

scocing and
,

reuse of the test booklet.

,Thus,

approximately 207. of all

teachers Set up the adninistration
of *the test,so that scot,

,ing of the test is facilitated

and approximately 10% of the
;.

teachers .set up test administration procedures to facilitate

future reuse of the test booklets.

9

10

MI Mann
Teachers were asked

to rate on a

four-point oasis --al-

ways, usually, sometimes, and.never--, to respond to several
items with

regard to their

scoring and

Here .teachers report ,that they
grading of tests, i.e.

grading practices.

do their

own scoring

95 to 97%, respectively,

and

either al-

ways or usually grade their own tests. (Junior high teachers
'report being slightly

less likely to score

and grade their

own tests /ham are elementary and, senior high teachers.)

Typically,

teachers assign a test grade rather than pro-

viding only a rumerical score.
.

teachers ju.st

'

assign a

In this conteit,

pass/fail grade

rarely do

to student

tests,

(mean score of 399 where 3.0 equals sometimes and 40 equats
never).

Belated to this,. most teachers (78%) use a criter-

ion reference scheme fcr grading tests; only 10% use a curve
basis for gradili.

Here criterion reference was used in the

'context of the example 90% or better
etc.

In adclition to scoring

for an A,

and grading.tests,

providing written consents to students

80 - 90% do

90% report

on at least an occa-

sional tasis, with 55% reporting they always or usually do.
A second

set cf items

statistics they

used it

asked teachers to
working with

identify which

test results.

Here

teachers report using relatively little statistical informa-,
tion..binety percent indicate that they provide a total test
-score. Less tban half, 420, obtain the range of test scores.
Few,

.10% to 13%,

use.such informailion as the mean,

,

""

4

10 -

median

and standard deviation.

A fairly large minority of teachers

reported use of item difficulty and reliability information,
4

31% and 29% respectively.
Clearly many

teachers erred in checking

item ditficulty.
to talk

For example, .not only would.it be'unwise

about the reliability

information about
test scores,

of the test

without gaining

the variability (standard

tut calculation

of the

knowledge of the standard deviation.

item diffiCulty,

reliability and

i.e.

deviation)

of

reliability re4uires
Also,

c'alculation ot

the percent of correct responses for

each itea, ieguires substantially more effort than does cal-,
.culation of the

the high percent

mean,

median or standard deviation.r Thus,

of response.for item

ability suggest that

difficulty and reli-

.marly teachers do not

have an adequate

understanding cf either the terms or how such information is
obtained from tent results.

2§t 21 isli 121221§
Teachers atteapt to
in a timely manner;

return test results to

only 6%

process tesiits for return,

day of the..test,

the stadents

required more than two days to

83% returned the testis within one

an#7% indicate,that they return.the tests
44

.

the sase day.

Telchers

mete asked

to apportion

time

ipent with

class in review of the test into' three categories:
of scoring and grading procedures.,

1

4

ft

2)

1)

the

review

review of individual

1. -

12

1

test 1.temstased-on individual students request, and 3)

re-

view of individual items tased upon the teacher's perusal of
stddent results'.

.the'time is
the review

The 4verage techer

spent in review of- grading
of individual

test items

indicAhtes that 16% of

procedures, _41% in
based, on

student re-

.

quests, and 432 in the review Ofitems and item groups-based
or teacher perusal of tests. When viewed in the context of a
median total "time of 20 minutes spent in the class review of
tests,

this treaks.down to approximately 9 minutes spent

items chosen ty

the ifeacher,

8 minutes on

on-

items chosen by

the students .and three minutes spent in the review of grading procedures.
Aikally,

lowed to

teachers

were asked whether students

keep their tests,

teaCher an'd

if tests were returned

ihus not available

for individual

were al-

to the

student re-

view", or.whether tests were retained by the teacher and stu.

dents were allowed to review' the tests under supervision. In
each case the teacher 'was to respond on an always,

Llually,

sometimes, or neve; tasis. Here, as miqht be expected, there
were significant

differences across grade levels.

At the

elementary 'level, the average teacher "usually" let students
keep the tests.'At the secondary leevel; teacherS only "some-

times" let the stidents keep
,

the tests.

Commensurate with

those findings, secondary level teachers more frequently re116

tain the tests tut allow students

to review the tests undeY

supervision.

'Discussion' .

12 -
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.

A significart proportion

of class time and

is devoted to the.activity of

testing.

teacher time

If one estimates an

overall average of 4.5 minutes per day, five days a week,

given to

each class,

teacher-made
week,

and

objective

then mearly

tt it

is also ertimated

test is sadministered

20% of ,in=class time is

related activities.

that a

every

other

devoted to test

frobably even a higher

total teacher work time is

is

percentage of

given to test activities.

This

substantial time investient is a strong argument focir requiring teachers skilled in the practice of testing, and for developing efficient testing techniques.
But, as the results show, most teachers have very limited
preparation in the area of testing.
Dakota,
two

for example,

semester credit

collegiate programs routinely provide

hours of educational measurements

meet certificatior requirements.

nation is sroVided
in methods courses.

In the statg of South

to

Any, additional test infor-

at the discretion of

individual faculty

Other results iuggest thiS limited edu-

cational experience is inadequAte.

There are at

t6yer is taught

least three tentative indicators

that wha.

in pre-service courses does not spill over

into sound testing practice's by teacEers. First, in the pre-

paration of tests,

short answer

most popular itemE of ch'oice.

to lower cognitive level, i.e.

and matching items are the

Both types tend to be limited
knowledge leirel,

assessment

(Hopkir.

Stanley,

d

1981),

Thus tests

probably Issess

only lcwer ccgritive level understandings.

Second, while the large majority of teachers reuse items,
'few te chers take *he time or

make the effort to systeeatil-

1

daily asprOve their itemp.

This is suggested by the minimal

1

I

1

amount iofitime

.gliven

pcor e and ,grade testt)

tistics.

(bareiy enough

to

the minimal use of test sa-

'mild by

se.r.i; ad hcc and subjecitilve.basis.-

Third,

teahers

.

04 tb

.

test analysis

As a direct, result, test item improvement must be

done on a

test

to

appear to

misuse criterion

surtace'teachers

refeeenced
i

advocacy of dtiteriOn

ferenced:testing would indicate

dence Of a fire driterion

referedced testing foundation.

wever,

clearly define theii te t domain
this turvey -- they clearly do

even if teachers

a topic not

adassedlin

t addiets quality of i.tems

1

in a manner

which would insure

eir'items

,Most reuse their items b

function AS de-L,

without careful itemi and!

lysis.

Thus, criteria establis eit by teacters are 'both ar-

tifidial
function,

levels for

and subjective.
it

For without

is not possible

knowing how

o laccurately

student performance.

litems

set critierion

A,legardless of

tbe domain

being.testedo, a test may be prep r d which is very difficult

oi very easy.

hlso, tbe dognit ve level of the'test marbe
1

shifted so that only knowledge

evel.items are.addressed or

"

I

higher cognitive level itees Are addressed as well.

'of.this study

4uggest that neitberltest
i

I-. 14 =

15

lesultS

difficUlty nor the

cognitive level

of itess has

been adequately

addressed ay

-teachers, thus criterion.referenced-testing is simply a word
and npt an acccmplished fact.

Poentially,
'al.

els

the consequences of t!hese concerns are sun-

If tests are oriented toward lower cognitive lev-

nd students

are graded

on their

attainment of

such

knowlidge,
'students must be motivated to fodus on lower cog-,
b,

nitivl level learning.

Also,

because

critetion referenced .tasis but
of 11(4 their tests will function,

without

teaChers gzade on'a
a-priori knowledge

their expectations of stu-

dents and their rewarding of students, grades, praise; etc.,
must vary a1 s a function of

test quality.

Such testing ef

fects seem undesiratle!
There appear to

be three important factors

which Aflu-

1

ence

eacher practice.

They are time, expertise, and tools

available flor the teacher's use.

Given the already substan-

tial amount of tine that teachers apply to the testing prac,tice,

it seems unlikely that teachers can substantially add

to the amount of tine presently being used.

Thus, teachers

0

must either reorient

their time(for example

by using less

tiae in test preparation and more time in test analysis)., or
they must find more efficient

methods for handling the 'pro-

cess of testing.
Quite likely

studied in depth,

if the

testing rbutines

of teachers

were

there would be numerous ways of simplify-

ing the testing practice process and improving its efficien-
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'r

cy.

These new techniques.could then be brought

through in-service

and pre-service

instruction to

teacher knowledge' and effectiveness in
Suc h ef forts alone would not

'

miOnformed atout

reliability.

need

to

There remain a

who are either unin-

basic testing

Suoh concepts

improve

the area oi testing.

be sufficient.

substantial prcportion of the teachers
formed cr

to teachers

concepts,

e.g.

be re-presented

to

teachers in ways*which are compatible with their testing si-

,

tuation so that conceptuail concept understandingsgrows rath-

er than detericrates over time.
The use

of tools available to

the teacher is

area that seems very,appropriate to pursue.

glance it would appear that the

While at first

tools available to those in

testing have remained constant over the past years,
a nunber of sutstantial changes 'have been aade.

ple,,the advent of the r

the thifrd

in fact
For exan-

to copy machine essentially elimi--

nates tbe need.to retype an item each tike it is used.

hand-held calculator
deviations,

and

eans,

standard

a relatively

straight

makes computation of

even reliaOilities

forward and sbcrt process.

The

Also, the microcomputer is sure

to facilitate the development of items and itei analyses, ds
well as the individual testing of student's.

Personal experience

suggests that it

who stores items 'in a manher which

without the need
teachers ate

is a

allows test preparation

for individual item typing.

relatively unfimiliar with the

- 16

rare teacher

1.7

Also,

most

more sophisti-

dated calculators which can

do neans,

and reliabilities in a straight

standard deviations,

forward manner dnd the.y are

unfaiiliar with the possitilities which exia in microcomputers.

Thus, iiproved practices requires .changincithe habits

of teachers;

and

educating them to overcome

knowledge and fear

their lack of

of the more sophisticated' tools.

thea teachers ay need to be

Even

pursuaded that the payoft from

improved tests is commensurate with the added effort.
'If teachers are to improve
seems inportant

that they do,

their testing habits,
they will

and it

need assistance.

This entails practical help in making them more efficient in
,their daily
testing.

testing hatits and 'new ideas and
Perhaps what is most clear

expertise iu

is, the need to return

td the tasics'a measurenent.. That is, a return to develop.

sent of

measurement techniques

that will

be appropriately

used in the classtoom.
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